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B. Issues 

1. Armstrong,- I-% The Canadian Economy and Its Problems. Scarboroul.h, Ont., 
Prentice-Hall of Canada, 1970. 

This book is concerned with contemporary economic problems and thair 
solutions. It comines many of the basic tools of economic theory with 
historical  an f: institutional mataria to give an introduction to the 
development and assessment of problems of economic policy in Canada. 

2. Auld, D.A.L..(ed.) Economics: Contanporary Issues in Caeada. Toronto 
and Montreal, Roll:, Rinehart & ;-;inston, 1972. 

This collection was prepared with a view to illustrating that economics is 
an important aspect of muc-a that is going on today in Canada. It offers 
a col/ecttrn of articles, book chnpters, governmen apers, and brig.fs 
that highlight the relevancy of economics. The future of Confederation, 
poverty, unemployment, inflatioa, urban problems, pollution, and foreign 
investment are same of the topical issues discussed. 

3. Chant, J.F., et al. Canadian Perspectives in Economics.  Don Mills, Ont., 
Collier-Macmillan Canada Ltd.., 1972. . 	 • 

This is a collection of some 50 original papers, available either separately 
or in various combinaticns, covering virtually all maor issue areas of 
economics in Cam2da. They are oriented towards the analysis of important, 
current economic and social policy issues, e.g., monetary, fiscal, and 
incames policies;  traie; public finance; industrial organization; trans-
portation; and regional and urban problems. 

4. Archer, M. Canada's Economic Problems and Policy.  Macmillan: Toronto, 1975. 

This is an ememination of current, Important issue areas in the Canadian 
economy; an o.:erview of Canadian economic problems and an analysis of 
government policy instruments designed to deal with thes2 problems. 

5. Officàr, L.H. and Smith, L.B. (eds.) Issues in Canzdian Econorics.' 
Toronto, M:Graw-l1-Ryerson, 1974. 

Twenty-nine original articles by leading Canadian ezoncmists that cover in 
an easily understandable way the historical and theoretical issues cf 
their fielzis pf specialization, the recent Canadian experience, and  pro-
posais for better gevernnent . policy. A main theme is that government has 
become a pervasive feature in all facets of Canadian economic /ife and 
it is the hape of the editors that these articles will lead to greater 
public understanding of economic issues and improved government policy 
performance. • 
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